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Original Post by taiga_26: "Original Post" by taiga_26 On Mar 07, 2019, at 7:17 PM, all other answers with score less than 5 were deleted. SQL Compare won. Which version of SQLDataCompare was used to create the script. I upgraded to 11.1.0.4 from 11.0.3.2 and was getting an error when trying to run it. Here was the error I was getting Content-Type: text/xml; charset=UTF-8
DBMS_REDMOND.COMPARE_COMPILATION_FAILED 052636 SQLCMD.EXE /o /log /compare_script /compare /in source.sql target.sql /query /a /compare_mode ALL /query_output /sql /query_only /query_compare /nof_line /full_table /enforced /query_external /insert_insert /no_direct_insert /delete_delete /overwrite /roles testcomputer for the
DBMS_REDMOND.COMPARE_COMPILATION_FAILED false DBMS_REDMOND.COMPARE_COMPILATION_FAILED I created a.cmd and ran it manually. It created a sql file and started the compare. SQL Compare is now working fine. Thanks, Raj I have same error and there is no solution yet on internet after a week. My colleague has tried to open it from tools but he got
the same error. Maybe this would help. tach Here is some quick and dirty workaround:
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ERROR DatabaseObjectIndexer. I updated all of the RedGate products that show as installed, but SQL Search . 10:43:23.753 [81] ERROR DatabaseObjectIndexer. I updated all of the RedGate products that show as installed, but SQL Search . 10:36:54.595 [81] ERROR DatabaseObjectIndexer. I updated all of the RedGate products that show as installed, but SQL Search . The
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